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-

Materiality and
media theory

-

-

-

2

-

-

The concept
of “material
metaphors”
-

3

-

2

I’m grateful to Jan Distelmeyer for introducing me to the works

of Marianne van den Boomen.
1

Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht and Karl Ludwig Pfeiffer (eds.), Materi-

alities of communication (Stanford, CA 1994).
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3

Marianne van den Boomen, Transcoding the digital. How

metaphors matter in new media (Amsterdam 2014), p. 22
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enable, conduct, or invoke between the symbolic and the material, thereby constituting what
-

can be known, imagined, and narrated, and how

4

it can be addressed, appropriated, and enacted.
These material metaphors do not just signify
and represent – as all metaphors do – they are
also able to evoke acts in the material world with
their mobilization of particular physical-material
attributes.
-

-

-

mantic

-

5

9

-

-

6

7

4

George Lakoff, and Mark Johnson, Metaphors we live by. With

a new afterword (Chicago, IL and London, 2003).
5

Lakoff, The contemporary theory of metaphor, in: Semiotics. Critical

concepts in language studies. Vol. II: Linguistics, ed. Frederik Stjernfelt &
–311.

8

Ibid., p. 55.

9

Boomen, Interfacing by material metaphors. How your mailbox

may fool you, in: Digital Material. Tracing new media in everyday life
and technology, ed. Marianne van den Boomen et al. (Amsterdam

6

Boomen, Transcoding the digital, p. 187.

2009), pp. 253–265, here 262.

7

Ibid., p. 54.

10 Ibid., p. 261.
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-

-

-

against representation. I propose to call this
act of deliberate concealing depresentation. We
could then say that computer icons do their work

-

by representing an ontologized stable state,

-

while depresenting the procedural complexity.
-

Premise 1:
Media aesthetics

Premise 2:
Cognitive Theory
-

-

-

The visual tools on our screen thus seem to work

Source Domain: postal mail

Target domain: e-mail

as metaphorical stand-ins for complex machine

mailbox

inbox of mail program

processes. After the metaphorical translation of

letters, packets

messages, attachments

machine code into human code, there seems to

sending and receiving

send or get mail button

be no way back. Metaphorical sign-tools acquire

sorting, disposing

distribution to folders,

a life of their own, cannibalizing everything else

deleting

that might be there. By showing they hide, by
translating they substitute.
This concealment of software and hardware pro13 Ibid., p. 256.
11 Ibid., p. 262.
12 Ibid., p. 254.
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14 This table can be found in Boomen, Interfacing by material
metaphors, p. 260.
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Fig 1: Diagram in Marianne van den Boomen, Interfacing by material metaphors. How your mailbox may fool you, in: Digital material. Tracing
new media in everyday life and technology, ed. Marianne van den Boomen et al. (Amsterdam 2009), pp. 253–265, here 261.

-

-

Premise 3:
Semiotics

-

-

-

-

15 Lakoff, and Johnson, Metaphors we live by, pp. 10–13.
16 Boomen, Transcoding the Digital, p. 40–42.

17 Ibid., p. 47.
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-

-

But it remains to point out that there are usually
two Objects, and more than two Interpretants.
Namely, we have to distinguish the Immediate
Object, which is the Object as the Sign itself represents it, and whose Being is thus dependent
upon the Representation of it in the Sign, from
the Dynamical Object, which is the Reality which
by some means contrives to determine the Sign
to its Representation.
-

The broad
concept of
material
metaphor

-

Without metaphor, there are no boundaries,

-

and no digital object. While non-digital material objects can exist without built-in metaphorical power (say, a stone or a table), there are

-

no digital material objects (or spaces) without
a metaphorical form and address. This even
holds for seemingly abstract non-metaphorical
concepts such as data table, logical address,
or command line. These interfacial entities are

-

also already metaphors, imported from other

-

domains in order to construe manipulable material entities in the digital domain, on the edge
between symbols and physical artifacts.

[…] the very thingness of digital objects consists
18 Charles S. Peirce,

,8

of metaphors made material and operational.

Vol. (electronic edition), ed. by Charles Hartshorne, Paul Weiss &
Arthur W. Burks (Cambridge, MA and London 1994), CP 4.536.
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19 Boomen, Transcoding the digital, p. 69.
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Such digital-material metaphors go beyond
mere representation and language. They act
as signs and metaphors, but also as things and
procedures.

mantic

-

-

-

-

-

Comment –
Metaphor

-

-

-

reference
-

-

21 See Peirce’s distinction between “genuine” and “degenerate”
indexicality, e. g. Peirce CP 2.283. See on the issue of indexicality

20 Ibid., p. 188.

also Jan Distelmeyer, Machtzeichen.
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